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THE DIGITAL WORKER
Building Our Digital Future



The Greatest Challenges We Face 
Evolve Over Time…

Engineering? Operating?  …Swimming through a Data Lake
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How much more data 
could we possibly need?



We are only beginning.



“I cannot operate or manage any 
individual asset without a live 
data stream”

How long until this is a common statement by 
City leaders, managers, and operators?



Digital Twins Enable Collective Intelligence

Artificial Intelligence (AI)
Ability of machines to sense, 
reason, engage and learn in 
a manner that seems 
intelligent.

Collective Intelligence (CI)
Ability of humans and 
machines to collectively 
present far greater 
intelligence than either 
element could on its own.
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Is a Water Digital Twin Right for You?

Try it on – perform a small pilot project

• Do staff across your organization use it?

• What problems does it solve for you?

• What value is gained when you:
• Connect a hydraulic model with an 

energy optimization model?
• Connect a water quality model with a 

chemical use optimization model?
• Connect a BIM model with operational 

data for training?
• Connect an asset risk model with a 

lead service line identification model?
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Example applications of AI to support water treatment operations
1. Process optimization – a few specific applications here: chemical optimization, pumping optimization and scheduler, 

work order optimization
2. Water Quality Forecasting – 24 hours to 7 days, supply/raw water WQ and distribution WQ
3. Supply chain – Ordering chemicals (reminders & alerts), real-time updates on costs and lead times for deliveries, etc.
4. Treatment monitoring – Overall monitoring and feedback of treatment process
5. Compliance management – Could be integrated into treatment monitoring item above, dashboard showing trending 

of compliance with current regs (and possible future ones)
6. Sustainability optimization – Recommendations across the process that will reduce the overall carbon footprint of 

water production (energy, other, etc.)
7. Sensor performance/accuracy monitoring – monitoring and alerts for anomalous sensor communication, 

measurements, etc. that compare one sensor to others to identify if it’s a real process issue or a sensor issue
8. Virtual sensors – Use of modeling and existing sensors to create “virtual sensors” for operators to monitor and 

manage with the need for additional sensors, maintenance, etc.
9. Operations assistant (bot) – Quick access to critical information (O&M manuals, weather data, training videos, who 

to call). “How do I….?” or “What is the current…?” Alexa for operators.
10. Maintenance twin (prescriptive maintenance) – Add vibration, sound, thermal data streams with computer vision 

and signals (eyes and ears on the plant – virtual walk-through)
11. Operator training twin – scenario modeling, a virtual pilot plant to test out what-if.
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Opportunities

• Asset Health Digital Twins
Vertical Asset Condition Streams (thermal imaging, vibration, noise, 
energy)

• Operational Data Streams
Emerging sensor technology, emerging contaminants

• Environmental Data Streams
Air Quality Monitoring (Dust, Smoke, Particulates), Source Water 
Quality Monitoring, Noise, Light

• Social Data Streams
Water demand, flooding, and leakage reporting

• Anticipating the Unknowns



Swimming through a data lake?
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…we are only diving in





AI and the 
Digital Worker
AI alone doesn’t address needs.  
People do. People enabled by AI 
is Collective Intelligence.





Arcadis. Improving quality of life.

James Cooper
Global Director, Water Optimization

Thank You

Jim.Cooper@arcadis.com
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